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Sometime in October 2011 the human population reached
seven billion. The date is uncertain—nobody knows
exactly how many people there are as national censuses
are intermittent and many inaccurate (Bloom, 2011). But
the exact date does not matter: this was a political
not demographic event. The seven billionth child was
deemed by the UN to have been a girl, born in Manila,
Philippines.

The point is not the identity or date of birth of the child,
it is the number. Seven billion people are a lot, and predicted
to grow—to eight billion by 2030 and nine billion by 2050

(UN, 2004).
How should conservationists think about aworld of seven

billion, or eight? Most will see population growth as part of
what the UK’s Chief Scientific Adviser, Sir John Beddington,
called a ‘perfect storm’ of shortages of food, water and energy
resources (Sample, 2009). Beddington predicted that popu-
lation growth and poverty alleviation will trigger a surge in
demand for resources by 2030, unleashing public unrest,
cross-border conflicts and mass migration.

At the centre of Beddington’s argument lies the problem
of food supply. Not only has the human population risen
but, under global competition, food conglomerates have
slimmed supply chains and reduced food stores, particularly
in developed economies. The price of commodities such as
wheat and maize rose sharply in 2008, for example, as
traders sensed a shortage, alarming policy makers.

The conventional response to high prices and hunger is
to suggest growing more food. The Royal Society (2009)
called for a new ‘green revolution’ driven by scientific
innovation. This approach is not without problems.
Conservationists know that modern intensive agriculture
usually has catastrophic impacts on the environment. More
critically, more food does not always lead to less hunger.
Although we grow almost a fifth more calories per person
today than in the 1980s, hunger has increased: in 2010 the
FAO estimated that 0.9 billion people were malnourished.
Famine is generally the result of political economy
rather than an absolute shortage of food (Sen, 1981; Nally,
2011).

Conservation’s contribution to the debate about popu-
lation and food has been cautious and mostly focused on
two issues. One is the role of biodiversity in underpinning
ecological processes and hence the ecosystem services of
food production (Mace et al., 2012). The second is the
impact of new agricultural technologies and intensified food

production on biodiversity. There has been extensive
academic discussion of the relative merits of two approaches
to minimizing the biodiversity loss associated with agri-
culture (Green et al., 2005; Fischer et al., 2008). The first is
land sparing (minimizing the area of land needed for
agriculture by increasing yields on smaller areas). The
second is land sharing (the development of wildlife-friendly
farming over larger areas of farmland). Research on bird and
tree diversity in agricultural landscapes in Ghana and India
suggests that land sparing may allowmore species to survive
(Phalan et al., 2011a).

However, as Fischer et al. (2011) argue, the way the land-
sparing versus land-sharing debate is framed as a stark
choice is problematic: such a choice is rarely available in
landscapes already owned and managed by different interest
groups. They criticize simplistic thinking about land sparing
that ignores rural livelihoods, the dependence of poor
people on local ecosystem services, poor governance, and
the impacts of agricultural intensification such as expanded
use of agrochemicals.

The land-sparing argument makes some heroic assump-
tions. Firstly, it assumes that intensive agriculture has no
side effects on biodiversity. Secondly, for a land-sparing
strategy actually to reduce land conversion it would be
necessary to have success in persuading landowners not to
convert their land, to prevent others coming in and doing
so illegally, and to prevent people unable to make a living
as a result of the policy from going somewhere else to
convert land: not easy to achieve. Thirdly, for such a
strategy to be socially neutral it would be necessary to ensure
that poor farmers are not displaced (e.g. by richer farmers
or farm businesses buying or taking their land), or
otherwise disadvantaged. Fourthly, for a land-sparing
strategy to be compatible with the reduction of hunger
it would be necessary to demonstrate how the greater
food produced by intensive agriculture would actually reach
the poor.

Land sparing is likely to be a good strategy for
conservation under some conditions but not all (Fischer
et al., 2008; Phalan et al., 2011b). It may be relevant on the
agricultural frontier, where land-use planning is strong and
effective, or where land is controlled by a single organization
(e.g. the state or a large private owner), or by a small number
of large owners who can be persuaded or incentivized to
leave some land unconverted. However, where land is
owned by multiple owners (particularly smallholders who
lack capital) or is already a mosaic of ecosystem fragments
and farmland, land sparing would be impossibly compli-
cated to implement, especially in countries where govern-
ance is weak: peasant resistance can be remarkably effective
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(Scott, 1985). It would also be likely to lead to all kinds of
social impacts as it inherently favours larger and richer
landowners and corporate food system businesses that have
the capital to innovate.

But what are the prospects for biodiversity where land
sparing is not appropriate? Under what conditions does
low-yield farming benefit biodiversity (Wright et al.,
2012)? Can wild species in shared, farmed landscapes
persist in the face of changing technology, demand,
and farmers’ needs? How can small-scale farmers can be
persuaded or incentivized to maintain biodiversity on
their land?

These are important questions that need to be addressed
because pressure to convert land for agriculture is likely
to grow inexorably (McLaughlin, 2011). It will be driven
not by the slender pockets of the poor but the boundless
appetites of the rich, and those escaping poverty, for meat,
soya, palm oil and other feedstocks of the global food
industry. In the coming agricultural revolution, the poor will
be bystanders.

The Royal Society (2009) called for increased global food
production ‘without damage to societies and the environ-
ment’. But how is this to be achieved? Their solution is ‘large
scale sustainable intensification’. But how can the scattered
examples of sustainable agriculture (Pretty et al., 2011) be
mainstreamed? Where will biodiversity be in these new
agricultural landscapes?

Creation of a global food system that ‘satisfies human
needs, reduces its carbon footprint, adapts to climate change
and is in balance with planetary resources’ (CSACC, 2011) is
a huge challenge, requiring actions implemented at scale
and urgently (Beddington et al., 2011). It demands a strong
engagement by conservationists, working with farmers,
agricultural scientists and agribusiness (Steiner, 2011), to
help develop farming systems that create opportunities for
nature at all levels from furrow to field and landscape.
Several tasks are of great urgency. We need to understand
how to maximize biodiversity and sustain ecosystem
function under highly productive agriculture of many
kinds. We also need to decide how to create institutions
and incentives to persuade individual landowners to
maximize biodiversity alongside yield and profit per hectare.
Last, but not least, we need to help create the governance
systems, markets, and capacity to support pro-biodiversity
decisions on land use.

Protected areas, land spared from agriculture or marginal
to it, are central to the future of conservation (McLaughlin,
2011). But so too is the survival of biodiversity in landscapes
supplying human material needs (Wright et al.,
2012). Otherwise, what is the chance the earth’s eight
billionth child will grow up to experience nature and their
place in it? What is the chance they will grow up a
conservationist?
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